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With increased research,                    and the venues to publish it, a 
medium through which to                    sell it (book stores, 
academic presses),                                     university departments 
looking to harness the                                    movement and give it 
the house that it needs                                  will come an increase in 
students seeking out                                          programs of Literary 
Journalism, either                                                    to produce it, or to 
study it, or to                                                                 attempt both. 
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Ex. : Diplomado en Escritura Narrativa de No 
Ficción (Universidad Alberto Hurtado) 





















WP 4: A Transnational Summer School on Contemporary Franco-South African Literary Journalism: confirming 

SAF’s commitment to forming young scholars, this task will produce a week-long summer school at the end of 

May 2023 dedicated to the study of contemporary Franco-South African literary journalism from both a 

scholarly as well as a professional perspective. This five-day graduate course for Master’s and PhD students – 

from France in particular but throughout Europe and, potentially, South Africa (through Zoom link-ups) – of 

Journalism, Communications, Media Studies, English, Dutch or French Literature, South African History, 

Cultural Studies or Government Policy will explore how current trends in narrative literary journalism in 

France and South Africa are reshaping the media landscape of both countries, providing a significant panacea 

not only to counter the decline in print media readership but also to placate the readers’ growing distrust in that 

media’s global message.  
























